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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study of performance and efficiency measurement of e-Governance Infrastructure
backbone of HIMSWAN i.e Campus Wide Optical Fiber Network (CWOFN) in the campus of
Himachal Pradesh University (HPU) Shimla, (H.P.), within the framework of B- Node theory and its
abstraction given by Cikara et al (2006). Efficient CWOFN is one of the very important backbone for the
implementation of e-governance in any university/institute and their connectivity at State and National
level, if the efficiency and performance of the campus network is not viable and sufficient for running
various applications related to e-governance, then efforts of implementing e-governance may go waste.
Objective of this paper is - How to implement efficient and high performance backbone with pre-tested
active and passive components using Jperf Software tool. It has been done in two phases: i) Using the
efficiency parameters given by Cikara et al, for different nodes, efficiency of different networks have
been found and compared among each other. ii) Finally, the segment/ component-wise efficiencies were
measured for the real network system on the H.P. University campus, as a case study, which are
compared with those given by Cikara et al.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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In today's competitive world, ICT based development [1] namely the efficient Internet & network
system supported with broad bandwidth and well developed computer technology, has become
indispensable to higher educational institutions for their effective functioning.
It is pertinent to mention that for any institution performance and efficiency of the Campus
Network Backbone found to be a backbone for e-governance. HIMSWAN (Himachal State Wide
Area Network), is an e-governance initiative by the government of Himachal Pradesh. HIMSWAN
has already been established a minimum of 2 Mbps connectivity up to the block level through the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) model [16]. Campus Wide Optical Fibre network backbone of
Himachla Pradesh University, Shimla is also very important component/segment for the HIMSWAN
connectivity. Based on this an interesting approach of B-Node theory, as a measure of performance
and efficiency of a network system, has been put forth by Cikara et al. (2006) [2]. Though variety
of methods exist to predict the performance characteristics, where “rule of thumb” is subjective
offering little mathematical rigor. The other stochastic modeling method uses complex mathematics,
which can be problematic and tricky to understand and conceptualize. The approach of Bandwidth
Nodes (B-Nodes) is found to be quite simple which is a high level bandwidth-centric abstraction
used to decouple and simplify the complexity of a particular technology in which various devices
can be modeled as an individual node or as a collection of nodes describing the overall function &
interactions between the sub-systems and the operating environment. The approach demonstrates, to
a first approximation, that the efficiency of B-Nodes can be decomposed and obtained as a product
of all efficiencies contained within that node of the network system. This B-Node theory allows the
performance and efficiency of a network to be easily and quickly determined, which will be closely
followed in this paper.
Networking [3,4] allows one computer to send information to and receive information from
another. To make it effective one has to seriously plan its architecture design, with a suitable
topology, which may differ from place to place, in terms of multilayer switches within the
framework of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, as, outlined by ISO[5]. The OSI model
divides network traffic into a number of layers each of which is independent of the layers around it.
However, each layer builds on the services of the lower one while providing new services to the layer
lying just above it. Such an abstraction allows a highly reliable protocol stacks known as TCP/ IP to
function, which is an actual implementation of a layered communication network. This OSI model
does not define protocols, but simply delegates each communication ‘job’ to a single layer within a
well defined hierarchy. This is achieved with the help of high performance dynamic core switch.
In the context of transmission media technology, the Ethernet technology, (Metcalfe and Boggs
1972) [6] has been the most widely deployed network technology over the past three decades at the
Global level due to its effectiveness and affordability in developing Local Area Network (LAN).
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However, Terra Byte or more Optical Fibre Cable (OFC) backbone supported with Giga Byte cable
(CAT 6) within buildings for the desktop connectivity, have now become the most robust, reliable
and tested solution. Such wired transmission media are being supplemented with the wireless
(WiFi) technology in most of the research institutions.
One can classify network technologies as belonging to one of the two basic groups. One is LAN
technologies which connect devices that are scattered around the campus having different buildings.
Other is Wide Area Network (WAN) technologies which connects several LANs alongwith smaller
number of devices that can be many kilometers apart. In comparison to WANs, LANs are faster and
more reliable, but improvements in technology continue to blur the line of demarcation. Multimode
and single mode Optical Fibre Cables (OFC) due to their inherent versatility, have allowed the
network technologies to connect devices tens of kilometers apart, while greatly improving the speed,
reliability and efficiency of both LAN and WAN.
As per the recommendations of the IT Task force [7,8] ‘Technology Information Forecasting and
Assessment Council’ (TIFAC) established by Government of India in 1999, an educational
institution has to develop its own infrastructure in the field of ICT, with an emphasis on:
i.

To achieve high standards of academic excellence in the field of ICT providing a
stimulating intellectual environment with the latest advances/ achievements in the field
of research in different field.

ii.

To promote creativity, problem solving capability and competence among students with
ignited minds to make them first rate professionals in information technology and to make
them sensitive to the problems faced by the society.

iii.

To have an effective interaction among Universities and industry system in the country.

A decade after, another initiative has been taken by the Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD), New Delhi, during 2008-2009 under the National Mission on Education through
Information Communication Technology (NMEICT)[1]. Its basic objective is to provide better
connectivity among Universities/ Institutions/ Colleges in India, sharing e- material on education
with the faculty and students of various educational institutions. Under this scheme, National
Knowledge Network (NKN) is being setup through which all the universities are going to get
connected with the internet facility having bandwidth of 1 Gbps and Virtual Private Network (VPN)
is also being created to connect all the universities in the country. With this kind of initiative
Bandwidth will not be any constraints with all the universities in the India.
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Educause Centre for Applied Research (ECAR) conducted a survey in various states of USA, on the
theme ‘IT Networking in Higher Education’ in 2005, whose findings and recommendations were
found to be quite significant in the context of Campus Networking [9] of an institution. These may
be summarized as follows:
•

The University’s mission and strategic directions set the context for the networking goals
and vision, investment drivers and barriers to deliver network services. The goals were
identified as reliable & super- speed network to provide demand driven, leading- edge
performance and best quality internet services to the academic/ research community.

•

The existing wired network should be supplemented with the wireless (WiFi) network.

•

in view of the complexity & diversity of an Institution, the network should be managed
by the institution and not by outsourcing.

•

The transmission media technologies & standards, bandwidth capacity, network
architecture and redundancy all work in concert to ensure a network’s scalability,
reliability, fault tolerance, security and adaptability.

•

The campus network should have full redundancy, specially at the core level, to ensure
continued network availability.

•

Network reliability is of increasing concern.

•

Security has been a top barrier in providing network services.

•

The network should have disaster recovery plan for data networking.

In view of these findings and the objectives set by MHRD, a live project was taken up on the
campus of Himachal Pradesh University, Shimla, to have a network architecture design with a
robust OFC backbone & Ethernet technology [10].
The objective of the present work is to carry out study in the following three steps,
•

Study and analyse the performance & efficiency of networks of different university campuses
of the region using the technical details of switches given in Table I for core switches and the
values given by Chikara et al. for a hypothetical network system.

•

Using B-node theory as the base, we have investigated experimentally the performance and
efficiency of the real network on the campus of H.P.University, Shimla.
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•

This experimental data was analysed, discussed and compared with that given by Cikara et al
for a hypothetical network system.

2. METHODOLOGY
The mythology consists of the following steps:
•

The Universities located in the western Himalayan Region of India are those spreading
over the state of Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir. There are mainly seven
universities located in this region out of which six ICT based universities have been
selected purposely.

•

B-Node approach has been a simple method, in the first approximation, to find out the
efficiency of the network, in the form of multiplication of individual nodes’ (the main
network components as abstractions) efficiencies, which Cikara et al has given as
parameters for such abstractions. The method is supposed to be quite instructive to be
used here.

•

Finally, it was decided to consider an actual network architecture and find the
experimental efficiency of various nodes (abstractions) within the framework of B-Node
theory, of a real system. For this, the network of H.P.University is chosen as a typical
case, in the universities of Western Himalayan region of India.

•

Since the efficiency experiment depends on several parameters (say coupling parameters)
present in the network, a simple dependence on these parameters has been estimated
approximately.

3. TECHNICAL SUMMARY OF CAMPUS NETWORKS ARCHITECTURE AND B-NODE
THEORY:
3.1 Network Architecture
The academic community in the state a brief outline of universities/ higher educational institutions had
been facing challenges in respect of proper internet facility, bandwidth, Optical Fibre Backbone (OFB)
and connectivity on the respective campuses for accessing the latest/ advanced material for research.
Fortunately, almost around the year 1999, it was decided by the IT Task Force set up by Government of
India that University Grants Commission (UGC) would provide complete connectivity through
VSAT/Leased line (broadband services) to all the Indian Universities under UGC- Infonet Scheme
through INFLIBNET, connecting all the libraries of the country. This decision was implemented within
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five years almost in all the universities funded by the UGC. However, the Optical Fibre Backbone on the
campus and the internal networking within various departments/ buildings remained the responsibility of
the respective universities. The universities of this region took the initiative to grab this golden
opportunity to procure such a (LAN & ICT) facilities within the stipulated time. Thus, with the
availability of efficient network connectivity on the campuses, the dream of full fledged internet facility
became a reality for accessing more than 4000 national and international online e-journals, to all the
users on the campus.
Under the NMEICT, through NKN , the Universities got additional 10 Mbps bandwidth. Complete
details of the network architecture design, with star topology, of different universities has already been
presented [11-12] by the authors. The relevant summary of the functional bandwidth, the active
components of the network and the users of the ICT facility is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Present status of bandwidth, active components of the network and internet users in
different universities of the region.

Almost all the six universities tried to have an efficient
following essential elements:

Network Architecture, by including the

•

Effective Topology, transmission media, high power core switch and routing switches.

•

Sufficient Internet bandwidth capacity.

•

Security architecture.

The important features of the most crucial part of the network architecture i.e. the high power core
switch, are given in Table 2., as some of the features like throughput, will be utilized in calculating the
efficiency and the performance of the network.
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Table 2. Comparative technical features of Core Switches.

B-Node Theory:
Cikara et al (2006) used a hypothetical network on the basis of which they developed a simple method
‘B-Node theory’, of reducing the total network into different individual abstractions for calculating
efficiency, to a first approximation. Their findings of efficiency parameters of different important
abstractions like Internet Protocol (IPv4), device (PC- PC), switches (L-2 and L-3) and the multi layer
core switch in the network system, are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Efficiency parameters for various B-nodes in the network (Cikara et al, 2006).

eip= Efficiency of IPv4, epc-pc = Efficiency of PC to PC communication, eLII = Efficiency of layer- 2
switches, eLIII = Efficiency of Layer- 3 switch. ecs = Efficiency of core/ multiplayer switch taken at higher
end.
Using these values, the net efficiency, e, of the complete network system can be obtained as a
multiplication of respective efficiencies, ei, of different abstractions (Table 3.), where i denotes the
number of abstractions i.e.
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e = Πi=1n ei.

(1)

4. PERFORMANCE & EFFICIENCY OF NETWORKS
The throughput of the core switch alongwith other technical details has already been mentioned in Table
I. The calculation of performance efficiency, using B- node theory, of networks laid in configuration
Tier II or Tier III in different universities, has been taken up in two steps.
•

It was tempting to attempt finding the experimental values of efficiencies of different
abstractions as done by Cikara et al, on a real functional network system. The authors
considered a typical case of the network architecture of H.P.University and found the
experimental values presented in Table 5a.

4.1 Efficiency Measurement on a Real Network System of H.P. University, Shimla.
An experiment has been performed on real time network system, considering a typical case of Himachal
Pradesh University, Shimla, based on different network segments available on campus network using the
basic concept of For this experiment, JPerf v.2.0.2 [13] (a graphics version of iperf), software tool has
been used for measuring over TCP and IPv4 values between two end points of different segments on
H.P.University Campus network. The segment wise efficiency on real network of H.P.University,
Shimla as a typical case, is being presented in Table 5a.
Table 5a.: Experimental efficiency on the real network of H.P.University, Shimla.

The comparison of segment wise efficiencies, experimental vs. Cikara et al, is plotted in Fig 2.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of efficiencies, experiment values from H.P.U’s real network system vs those of
Cikara et al..
It may be mentioned before a comparative analysis is carried out that most of the active & passive
components in the HPU network are having the Gbps capacity except the LII switch which has the
capacity 100 Mbps only. In star topology, when LII is used in the circuit (in series) then the following
equation. [14] becomes effective:
B circuit = Min{B1, B2, B3…..Bn}

(2)

Where Bcircuit is the effective bandwidth and Bn corresponds to the Bandwidth of nth component of the
network system.

Figure 3. Two ends with PC-Core switch-PC.
In Figure 3, experimental value has been shown, which clearly shows that bandwidth between two end
points is given as 866.8 Mb/s for a typical case of PC-Core Switch-PC. This value is also given in
Table 5a.
This data may be analysed as follows:
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•

Following Fig 2, last two components i.e. PC-LIII-PC and PC-CS-PC reveal the higher value
of efficiencies as expected because of higher processing capacities/ speed of Devices used as
compared to the devices used by Cikara et al.

•

PC-PC component is less than Cikara et al due to PC- dependent factors.

•

PC-LII-PC is found to be little less than Cikara et al due to a mixed link capacity (1 Gbps
LAN Cards and 100 Mbps LII switching), where eq. (2) plays its role effectively.

•

A ‘negative bandwidth’ [14] (decrease in bandwidth), was observed after the processing took
place.

•

In principle, all the components of the network [15] should be of the same link capacity for a
reasonable comparison. The mixing of nodes with different capacities is bound to lower the
efficiency of the circuit.

4.2 Experimental Values towards B-Node Theory on Real Network.
In order to study the effect of B-Node theory on real network, an experiment was conducted. For
this different experimental measurements has been taken using components of real functional
network as given in table 5b.
Table 5b. Experimental value of efficiency, component wise.

Table 5 c. Comparison of efficiencies, experimental vs theoretical.

The analysis of experimental efficiencies (B-Node approach vs Actual observed), based on the
Table 5 c, is given below:
•

From Table 5c, it is pertinent to mention that the values obtained in column II and III, are
quite comparable, proves that B node theory is also applicable for real functional networks.
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•

However, the relative error in the expected vs actual efficiency on a particular segment,
using Jperf 2.0.2, software tool, is given in the last column, which is around 5%.

•

This difference may be attributed to the fact that abstraction depends on coupling factors
through which the data is passing.

•

The role of LII seems like a bottleneck in whole of this experiment, may be because of its
non- compatibility.

•

These results should be seen in the context of B-Node approach which is supposed to be valid
as a first approximation

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a study of performance and efficiency measurement of e-Governance Infrastructure
(HIMSWAN) i.e. a comparative study of performance, efficiency and utilization of the bandwidth in the
university environment of western Himalayan region of India, which is one of the very important
backbone for the implementation of e-governance. Further, the experimental efficiency (component
wise) has been determined for a typical case of real, functional network system of H.P. University,
Shimla, which has been compared with that obtained from the B-node theory.
Conclusions of this work are as follows:
•

In order to have the maximum efficiency, link capacity of all the active and passive
components of network systems should have consistent values i.e. Gbps or higher and must be
compatible with each other. Mixing different link capacities of various components is found to
decrease the efficiency of total network system.

•

The efficiency of the network architecture design is found to depend mainly on throughput,
different level switches in different tiers, PC- PC link, the internet protocol (ip, LII,& LIII) and
finally on the number of users on the campus. The universities should try to optimize the
efficiency of their network system .

•

The B-Node theory may be used as a measure of performance & efficiency, to a first
approximation, of the real functional networks. The difference in the expected efficiency (as
per the B-Node theory) and the actual values of a real network system is found to depend
upon different coupling factors involved in the actual network segments/components.

•

B-Node theory may be very helpful in evaluating the options before the implementation of
network architecture design on the campus, for having an efficient, reliable, secure and
compatible ‘Nodes’ of the network so as to meet the demand of users
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